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ARZELA'S DOMINATED CONVERGENCE THEOREM
FOR THE RIEMANN INTEGRAL
W. A. J. LUXEM BURG, CaliforniaInstituteofTechnology

1. Introduction.Riemann's definition([14], p. 239) of a definiteintegral
gave rise to a numberof importantdevelopmentsin analysis. In the course of
these developmentsa remarkableresultdue to C. Arzela ([11, 1885) marked the
beginningof a deeper understandingof the continuitypropertiesof the Riemann
integralas a functionof its integrand.The resultofArzela we have in mindis the
so-called ARZELA DOMINATED CONVERGENCE THEOREM forthe Riemann integral
concerningthe passage of the limitunder the integralsign. It reads as follows.
THEOREM A (C. Arzela, 1885). Let {f, } be a sequenceof Riemann-integrable
on [a, b]
functionsdefinedon a boundedand closedinterval[a, b], whichconverges
functionf. If thereexists a constantM> 0 satisfying
to a Riemann-integrable
Ifn(x)I < M for all xE [a, b] and for all n, thenlim7, fJIf (x)-f(x) I dx=0. In
particular,
rb
rb
rb
f(x)dx.
lim f.(x)dx =
limf.(x)dx

I

f

Usually, Arzela's theorem is formulatedas a result about term-by-term
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integrationforinfiniteseries of integrablefunctions.In that case, the sequence
of the partial sums of the infiniteseries plays the role of the sequence {f; } in
TheoremA.
Due to the developmentof the theoryof Lebesgue integrationwe recognize
nowadays that Arzel'a's theoremrests on the countable additivity propertyof
the Lebesgue measure.As a matterof fact,Arzel'abased the proofof his theorem
on the followingresultabout systemsofintervals.
THEOREM B (C. Arzela, 1885). Assumefor each n thatD. denotesa subsetof
[a, b| thatis theunion ofafinite(or countablyinfinite)numberofmutuallydisjoint
intervals.If for each n, the sum t(D.) of the lengthsof the intervalsin each D.
satisfiest(D.) >5, where5>0, thenthereexistsat least one point c G [a, b] which
manyn.
satisfiescEDE forinfinitely

If one knowsthat the intervalfunctionmeasuringthe lengthof an intervalis
countablyadditive, then Arzela's Theorem B followsimmediatelyby observing
that
t(lim sup D.) ? lim sup t(Dn) 2 5 > 0.
Q
n-40o

In the axiomatic approach to the theoryof integration,Arzela's theoremin
one formor anotheris taken as one of the basic axioms. For instance,in abstract
measure theory(see [18], Chap. 2) it appears in the formof the axiom that measures are countably additive. One of the basic axioms introduced by Daniell
(see [7], [3] and [18], Chap. 3), in his functionalapproach to the theoryof
integration,is Arzela's theoremfordecreasing sequences of functionsthat decrease everywhereto zero. The extensionproceduresof the theoryof integration
for abstract measures as well as for abstract integrals are such that all the
axioms are preservedunterthe extension.Consequently,the generaldominated
convergencetheoremforthe extendedintegralin the abstract theoryof integration is relativelyeasy to prove. The situation,however,is quite differentin the
more elementary theories of integration.For instance, in the theory of the
Riemann integralthe concept of a Riemann-integrablefunctionand the value of
its integral is usually definedat the outset before the basic propertiesof the
interval function,which measures the lengthof an interval,such as countable
additivityor even additivityhave been established.This is the main reason why
Arzela's theoremforthe Riemann integralhas the reputationof beingdifficultto
prove withoutusing resultsfromthe theoryof Lebesgue measure. On the other
hand, in the theoryof Lebesgue integrationthe countable additivitypropertyof
the Lebesgue measure is one of the firstbasic resultswhichare established.The
Arzela-Lebesgue dominated convergence theorem follows then rather easily.
This state of affairsmay account forthe fact that the search foran "elementary
proof",roughlymeaning,independentof the theoryof Lebesgue measure, for
Arzel'a's theoremis still on. A number of elementaryproofswere published by
F. Riesz [15] in 1917, by L. Bieberbach [4] and E. Landau [10] in 1918, by F.
Hausdorff[9] and H. S. Carslaw [6] in 1927, by H. A. Lauwerier [11] in 1949,
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by J. D. Weston [16] in 1951, by W. F. Eberlein [8] in 1957, and by the present
author [12] in 1961, respectively.Incidentally, in 1897, independentlyof C.
Arzela, W. F. Osgood [13] rediscoveredArzela's theoremforcontinuousfunctions.
A few words concerningthe known elementaryproofsseem to be in order.
L. Bieberbachgave a new and moreelementaryproofofTheorem B, and showed
once more how to derive Arzela's theorem from Theorem B. It seems that
Arzela's original proof of Theorem B (see [1], pp. 532-537) contained a gap
which he filledlater (see [1], pp. 596-599). A moredetailed account of Arzela's
investigationscan be found in [2]. E. Landau [10] gave an elementaryand
short proof that Theorem B implies Theorem A, thereby improvingin part,
Bieberbach's proofforArzela's theorem.F. Riesz [15] was the firstto give a real
elementaryproof of Arzela's theoremfor continuous functions.He based his
proofon Dini's uniformconvergencetheoremfor monotone sequences of continuous functionsrather than on Theorem B. F. Hausdorff [9] showed that
Dini's theorem could also be used to obtain Arzela's theorem for Riemannintegrablefunctions.But Hausdorff'sproofseems to contain an error,whichwe
shall discuss in moredetail below. In [6], H. S. Carslaw presentshis own version
of the Bieberbach-Landau proof,which he remarkshad gone unnoticed until
that time in the English speaking world. In a footnotein the same article ([6],
p. 438) Carslaw asks whetherthereexists also an elementaryproofof a generalanswer to
ization of Arzela's theoremdue to W. H. Young [17]. An affirmative
this question is presented in the final section of the present article. H. A.
Lauwerier [II] uses a formof Egoroff'stheorem,but where he refersto Jordan
contenthe reallymeans Lebesgue measure. From a pair of inequalitiesforupper
and lower integralscombined with an argumentwhich could be used to prove
Theorem B, J. D. Weston [16] obtains still another proofof Arzela's theorem.
W. F. Eberlein [8] proves Arzela's theoremforRadon measures,definedon the
space of real continuous functionson a compact Hausdorffspace. Eberlein's
proof is completelydifferentfromthe proofs we have discussed so far. It is
geometricin naturein that it is based on the parallelogramlaw and the minimal
distance propertyforconvex sets in innerproduct spaces. It is stronglyrecommended forstudy to the interestedreader. In [12], the presentauthor proves
Arzela's theorem for the abstract Riemann integral. It rests on a simplified
versionof a modification,due to I. Amemiya,of a techniqueused by F. Riesz in

[15].

Despite the availability of this variety of elementaryproofs for Arzela's
theorem,the present author findsthat in most textbooks on analysis, whose
authors have chosen to treat the Riemann integralrather than the Lebesgue
integral,Arzela's theoremis not mentioned,or, if it is mentioned,it is rarely
accompanied by a correctproofor by any proofat all. In view of this,we should
like to make one more attempt to show that Arzela's theoremforthe Riemann
integral can be proved in an elementaryfashion. By searching through the
literaturethe author discovered that his new proof is essentially the same as
Hausdorff'sproofpublished in 1927. But with the importantexceptionthat at
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one point, where Hausdorffgives an incorrectinductiveargument,the present
author gives a simple direct argumentwhich constitutesthe main part of the
proofof Lemma 2.2 below.
2. An elementaryproofof Arzela's theorem.Any proofof Arzela's theorem
depends in no small measure on how the Riemann integralis introduced.We
shall assume in the rest of the paper, that a bounded real functionon a bounded
and closed intervalis Riemnann
integrableif its lower Darboux integralis equal
to its upper Darboux integral,and that the value of its integralis equal to the
common value of its lower and upper integrals.Furthermore,we assume that
the reader is familiarwith the DINI UNIFORM CONVERGENCE THEOREM: Each
monotonesequenceofcontinuousfunctionsthatconverges
pointwiseto a continuous
functionon a boundedauzdclosedintervalis uniformly
convergent.
We shall also use
the following notation: [a, b] denotes the bounded and closed interval
x: a < x< b}; B [a, b] denotes the familyof all bounded functionson [a, b];
C [a, b] denotes the familyof all continuousfunctionson [a, b]; R [a, b] denotes
the familyofall Riemann-integrablefurnctions
on [a, b];
b

b

f(x)dx and

a

a

f(x)dx

denote the lower and upper Darboux integralsof a functionfEB [a, b] respectively. By a step functionwe mean a finitelinear combinationof characteristic
functionsofintervalsoffinitelength.
The proofof Arzela's theoremwill be based on the followingtwo lemmas:
(2.1) LEMMA. For each 0 <fECB [a, b] and for each E> 0, thereexists a continuousfunction
g EC [a, b] satisfying0 ! g <f and
rb

_a

_fbg(x)dx+ e.
bs

f(x)dx

a

Proof. From the definitionof the lower integralit followsthat foreach e> O
thereexistsa step functions on [a, b] satisfyingO?<s ?f and
fb
_a

f(x)dx <

fb
a

s(x)dx+e/2.

It is easy to see that s can be transformedinto a trapezoidal functiong,such that
0 <g s and fb s(x)dx fabg(x)dx+e/2. Hence, thereexistsa continuousfunction
gEC[a, bI satisfyingO<g?f and

f f(x)dx f g(x)dx+ e;
?

and the proofis finished.

(2.2)

LEMMA.

Let {f. } be a decreasingsequence of boundedfunctionson
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[a, b]. If liinOf

allx E [a, b], then

(x)-Ofor

r-

b

lim
f(x) dx -?rn
bco0 f,
Proof. It followsfrom(2.1) that foreach E>0 and foreach n, thereexists a
continuousfunctiongnE C [a, b] such that 0 ? gn <fn and

fgn(x)dxE/2

*b

b

fbf(x)dx?

+

, g.). Then 0<h
For each n, we set hn-min(g1, g2,
vgn!fn, hn.C[a, b],
} decreases to zero everywhereon [a, b]. Hence, by Dini's
and the sequence {h,n
uniformconvergencetheorem,the sequence {h. } converges uniformlyto zero
on [a, b], and consequentlylim f' h,,(x)dx= 0. The proofof the lemma will be
finishedifthe followinginequalitiesare established.For each n,

0

(2.3)

J

3 hn(x)dx+
b

pb

fn(x)dxS

__a

E(1 -

(1/2n)).

a

To this end, we shall firstprove the followinginequalities. For each n,
n-1

g) -gt).

0 ? gn< hn,+ ((max(gi,

(2.4)

iGi

The inequalities (2.4) followeasily by observingthat foreach 1 ;i i
0

<

gn - gi + (gn - gi)

gi + (max(gi,

gn) - gi)

. . . ,

n-I

gi +

(max(gi,

gi),

-

*g)

so (2.4) follows.From max(gj, * * *, g,n)?max(fi,

f

f
b

rb

__a

so

fi(x)dx

a

rb
J (maX(gi,

gn)- gi)dx ?

a

fori

1, 2, * *

, n. Hence, by (2.4),

rb

(25)

a

g(x)dx _

Finally, fnf,(x)
finished.-

b(max(gi, * *

<Jb

b
a

,

gn)- gi)dx +

Jb
ao

fi(x)dx -

f
rb
a

gi(x)dx,

rb
a

gi(x)dx ? E/2i

foreach n,
nl

hk(x)dx+

* , fn)=fj it followsthat

i=1

*b

l/2i

r h +(x)dx
a

e(1 -

(1/2n-1)).

g,(x)dx+E/2n and (2.5) imply (2.3), and the proof is

REMARK. The reader does well to observe that Lemma 2.2 for Riemann
integrablefunctionsis already Arzela's theoremformonotonesequences.
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We shall now turnto the proofof Arzeli's theorem.
To this end, it is no loss in generalityto assume that 0 ?f.(x) ?; M forall n
and forall xE [a, b] and thatf(x) =lim,,,,f.(x) =0 forall xE [a, b1.For each n,
and foreach xE [a, b]J,we set p (x) =sup*4o (fn+k(x)).Then O gfn,gpnand the
sequence {Pn decreases everywhereto zero on [a, bj. Indeed, 0=lim._.f,,f(x)
=lim sup f (x) = limx-. p (x) forall xE [a, b]. Hence, by Lemma 2.2,

}

lim
na*

and so, ?0

Jrbp,(x)dx =

0,

thatis, limnX ff(dx
=0, and the proofis finished.
One may perhaps feel that the above proof follows too closely the correspondingproofof the dominated convergencetheoremforthe Lebesgue integral
and that an elementaryproof of Arzela's theoremshould deal with Riemann
integrablefunctionsonly. We will show that this is possible. It is clear that
Lemma 2.1 can be shown to hold forRiemann integrablefunctionsin exactly the
same way. With respect to Lemma 2.2 the situation is somewhat different.For
Riemann integrablefunctionswe can avoid the inequalities (2.4) and prove the
inequalities (2.3) directlyas follows:We shall use the same notation as in the
proofof Lemma 2.2 with the extra hypothesisthat the functionsfEare Riemann
integrable. Since the sequence fn} is decreasing, we have for each n, f.
Ia
i

_affnxd
limn-X fSfn(X)dX ?limn-fgaPn(x)dx=O,

=min (f1, * *fE),and
0

Hence,

?f,~

It,,

-

for each

f
rb

o

a

=

so

min(f1, .

.

,f,) -

min(g,

*

gn 5 E
(fi-gg).
.

.

n,

f
b(x)dx -

E(1 -

.

rh

a

h.(x)dx<

V.

TA

f

b

a

)
i5=I

n

(fi(x) - gi(x))dx< E e/2i
i=4

(1/2n)).

Since the lowerintegralis not subadditive but superadditive,the above method
cannot be used to prove Lemma 2.2. That is why we had to introducethe inequalities (2.4) to obtain (2.3). It is also thispoint,whereHausdorff'sproofis in
error.

Having established Lemma 2.2 for Riemann integrablefunctions,we have,
in fact, proven Arzela's theoremfor monotone sequences. The next question
which we have to answer is whetherwe can deduce Arzela's theoremdirectly
fromits special case formonotonesequences. It is not withoutinterestthat this
is indeed true. This fact is contained in the paper by F. Riesz [15] as well as in
the paper by W. F. Eberlein [8]. For the sake of completenesswe shall show
how this can be done. In order to bring out more dramatically that Arzela's
theoremis a logical consequence fromthe special case formonotonesequences,
we shall adopt thefollowinlg
abstractsetting:
Let X be a non-emptyset, and let L be a linearspace of real functionsdefined
on X, satisfyingfEL implies j fj EL. The latterconditionimpliesthat forevery
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tfi

finite set of elements
fn} of L, max(f1, * fj)EL and min
(f) EL. A positive linear functionalI on L is called an integralwhenever I has the followingproperty:
,

(2.6) If 0 <fmEL for each n, and thesequence {fn} decreasestozeroeverywhere
on X, thenlimI_
1(fm)= 0.
It is obvious that (2.6) is Lemma 2.2 forI and L. We shall now show that
(2.5) impliesthe following(abstract) Arzela-typetheorem:
(2.7) THEOREM. Let f CL be thelimitof an everywhere
on X convergent
sequence
<g(x)

{f } of elementsof L. If thereexistsan element0 ?gEL satisfyingIf,(X)

for all x EX and forall n, thenforeveryintegralI on L we havelimmo
=0. In particular,lim I, 1(fm)= I(f).

I(I f f

ff)

Proof. By consideringthe sequence { | fm(x)
-f(x)| }, which satisfies Ifn(x)
-f(x) 1< If(x) I +g(x) forall xEX and forall n, wherejfI +gEL, we mayas-

sume withoutloss of generalitythatfm(x) 0O forall xEX and forall n and that
f(x) = 0 forall x EX. FollowingF. Riesz [15], we set gn,m = max(fn, fn?1, .* * * fm)
for each pair of indices m>n. Then 0-g.,nCEL
and 0-<gmn<g for all m>n.
Furthermore,foreach n, the sequence {gm,n
alnd
consequently,the sequence
,},
}
is
increasing
and
bounded
in
m
>
n.
Hence,
foreach E> O and foreach
I(g,m)
I
n thereexistsan index mn > n such that mn< mn+ and
0 ?

(2.8)

forall k>

I(gn,k)

-

I(gn,m ) < e/2nx

mn. For the sake ofsimplicitywe set Un = gn,m,,. Then

0 ? lim sup
n-400

Un(X) _liM

SUPf(

n -4c

=0
limfn(x) ---nl-*

forall xEX impliesthat lim1n<,oUn(X) =0 forall xEX. If we apply the inequalities (2.4) to thesequence {Un }, we obtain foreach n,
(2.9)

0 ?5 fm

Un

?n min(ul, *

, Un)

+

n-1

, (max(Ui, .

.

, Un)

-

ut)

i=l

Since max(ui,
and mm>mi
Un)-uj=max(fi,
.,m,
-g
f.nj-uj=gj,
forn>i, we conclude that I((max(ui, * * , Un) -u )) <e/2i for1 <i<n, and so,
by (2.9), foreach n,
*

(2.10)

*

*

0-

,

*

I(fm) < I(min(ui, *

, un)) +

E(1

-

(1/2)n-1).

From limn. Um(X) = 0 for all xEX,
it follows that the sequence
{min(u1, * *, un) } decreases everywhereto zero on X. Hence, by hypothesis,
limn+, I(min(ul,

*

, ua)) =0,

and finally, using (2.10),

we obtain

that

I(f) = 0, and the proofis finished.
REMARK. It is not difficult
to convinceoneselfthat the above proofscan be so
modifiedas to obtain Arzela's theorem for Riemann integrable functionsof
several variables. For the Riemann-Stieltjes integral, Arzel'a's theorem also
holds provided it is introducedin such a way that (2.1) and (2.2) hold. For this
limnoo
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purpose, it is necessaryand sufficientthat the Stieltjes measure forintervalsis
definedin such a way that it is a countably additive interval function.In that
case, the proofsof (2.1) and (2.2) remain the same. Conversely,(2.2) impliesthe
countable additivitypropertyofthe Stieltjes measure.
3. Fatou's lemma for the Riemann integral. In the theory of Lebesgue
integration,Fatou's lemma plays an importantrole. The analogous resultforthe
Riemann integralwill followeasily fromthe followinglemma:
(3. 1) LEMMA. Let 0 <f CR [a, b] be the limit of an everywhere
convergent
sequence {f,} of non-negative
Riemann integrable
functionson [a, b]. Then
rb

lim f(f(x)

ao
n-oo

-fn(x))+dx

=

0,

where(f(x) -fn(x))+ = max(f(x) -fn(x) , O)forall x C [a, b].
Proof. Since the functionsfn,f are non-negativeit followsthat f(x) -ft,(x)
<f(x) forall x [a, b]. Hence, (f(x) -f,1(x))+ <f(x); and the resultfollowsfrom
Arzela's theorem.
(3.2) THEOREM.(Fatou's lemma forthe Riemann integral). Underthesame
hypotheses
of (3.1), we have

o? f

f(x)dx < lim inf

~~~~~~n
-oo a0

a

f,,(x)dx.

Proof.Observethat = (f-fn)+fn_ (f-f.)++f. forall n. Hence,by (3.1),
rb

J f(x)(dx?

rb
a

n~~~\s

b

\

fb

J ff(x)dx
a

/

=

o

b

lim infJ f.(x)dx,

and the proofis finished.
From (3.1) we can also deduce the followingresult supplementingFatou's
lemma:
(3.3) THEOREM. Under the same hypothesesof (3.1), and f f(x)dx = limn+
f'fn(x)dx, wehave limn,m
of f(x) -fn(x) dx = 0.
Proof.From (3.1), the new hypothesis,and
f(X) - fn(X) = (f(X) - fn(X))+ - (f(X) -fn(X))

for all n, it follows that limn+,wfa (f(x) -fn(x))- dx = 0, where (f(x) -fn(x))=max(-(f(x) -fn(x)), 0) yx [a, b].Hence

J
lim
n-gooa
rb

=

lim

(

f(x)-fn(x) j dx

b(f(x) -fn(x))+dx +

(f(x) -fn(x))-d)

and the proofis finished.
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4. W. H. Young's extension of Arzel&'s theorem. In [17], Test 6, p. 316,
W. H. Young gave an extensionof Arzel's theoremfor the Lebesgue integral,
which appears as a problem about term-by-term
integrationin [5], Example
22, p. 144. In [6], Carslaw asks whetherthereexists a simple proofforYoung's
result. Since the resultof Young is interestingin itself,we shall presentit here
supplied withan elementaryproof.
(4.1) THEOREM (W. H. Young). Assume fn,
gn,and h.ER[a, b] foreach n and
thatthesequences{fn}, {gn} and {hn} converge
everywhere
on [a, b] totheRiemann

integrablefunctionsf,g, and h, respectively.
If hn;fn;

gnforeach n, and passage of

thelimitundertheintegralsignforthesequences{gn}, {hn} is possible,thatis,

limn ,0 fb gn(x)dx =fab limn-.

gn(x)dx =fab g(x)dx and limn-

fb hn(x)dx =fa

limn,.

hn(x)dx= fa h(x)dx, then the same holdsfor the sequence {fn}, that is, limn-,,
fnf (x)dx =f- limn,.fn(x)dx=faf(x)dx.
For the case that h. (x) =-M and gn(x)= M forall n and forall xC [a, b],
whereM is a positiveconstant,Young's theoremreduces to Arzelh'stheorem.
We shall now show that Young's theoremfollows fromArzel&'s theorem,
Theorem 3.3 and the followinglemma:
(4.2) LEMMA.If O< u, v, and wER[a, b] satisfyO<uC v+w, thenu can be

writtenin theform u =U1+U2, where 0 <u1 <v, 0

<U2 _

w, and u1, U2

R [a, b].

Proof.Let ul=min(u, v) and let u2= u-u. Then O< ul < v and O<u2 =u-ul
u
u-vI) it
=min(u, v+w) -min(u, v) <v+w-v = w. Since min (u, v)= (U+v-I
followsthat uEER[a, b], and so also u2=u-ujER
[a, b], finishingthe proof.
We shall now turn to the proof of Young's theorem. From hn<fn-gnit
follows that 0 <fn-hn ;gn-hn=gn-hn,-(g-h)
+(g-h).
Observe that the
sequence { gn- hn} satisfiesthe hypothesesof Theorem 3.3, and so, by setting
un- gn-hn -g+hI foreach n, we conclude that
lim

(4.3)

na

b

un(x)dx= 0.

Then O?fn -f-hhn+f < un+ |g - h forall n. Hence, from(4. 1) it followsthat
for all n, where 0?v,N, w.C-R[a, b], O5Vn<5n, and
Ofn-f-hn+f=vn+w.
O<Wn
j
g-hj
for
all
n.
Since
limn-. u. (x) = 0 for all xE [a, b] it follows that
I
all
x E[a, b]. Then O?wn, | g-h| ER[a, b] forall
for
limn,, Wn(X)=f(x)-h(x)
n implies,by Arzelh'stheorem,
(4.4)

Hence, b

4.3

lim

Ibsbn(x
wf)dx

nd
4.4wehaa

ae

f
b

f(= xb

-

bs

h(x)dx.

Hence, by (4.3) and (4.4) wvehave
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lim

(fn (x)

-f(x))dx

-

a45

f

1s(x)dx + fbf(x)dx)
b
-X

ff(x)dx

b

-

h(x)dx.

f

Fromthehypothesis
limn,,hf(x)dx Jf h(x)dxand (4.5) it followsfinally
that lim,o fJ'(fn(x) -f (x))dx existsand is equal to zero,and the proofis finished.
REMARK.The reader will have no difficultyin showingthat if, in addition,
thesequences{ gn}, and {h.} satisfylimn>,,
fa Ihn(x)- h(x)jdx- 0 and
dx= 0,
limRO.Jf
Ig (x) -g(x) J
then the sequence

{fn} also has the propertylimn,

fabIfn(x) -f(x)

I dx 0.
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